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July 25th, 2022  

 

Markets at a juncture that tests everyone’s 

resolve… 

Risk assets and equity markets have shown a 

bit of life since mid-June with the major 

indices rallying 8-11% over the past month.  

While I still view this as a bear market rally 

that will roll-over as the summer progresses 

and the reality of an oncoming recession sets 

in, I’m not closed minded to the possibility 

that such a view could be wrong.  On the plus 

side of this rally having some legs and 

potentially evolving into something more is an 

improving technical picture, inflationary 

pressures dissipating aggressively, easing raw 
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material cost pressures, interest rates peaking 

(perhaps), and credit spreads compressing.  

However, what keeps me in the camp of 

believing this is nothing more than a bear 

market rally is that the incoming fundamental 

data continues to deteriorate at an accelerating 

pace.  I’ll elaborate in more depth on this a 

little later in this missive. 

 

The upcoming week is a big one on many 

fronts.  First off, we have 160 S&P 500 

companies reporting results this week, 

including the Big Tech companies (Apple, 

Amazon, Alphabet, Meta, and Microsoft) 

which make up more than 20% of the index.  

I’m going to reserve any color on Q2 earnings 

season so far, as this will be the pivotal week 

in providing clarity as to how good or bad 

corporate profits really are.  We also have a 

Fed meeting concluding on Wednesday, 

where Fed Funds Futures are sitting at 100% 
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probabilities of a 75-basis point hike.  What 

will be most important for markets is the 

statement and press conference and how it 

moves the needle in regards to forward 

guidance for future policy moves.  At this 

moment, the futures market is pricing in 50/50 

odds between a 50bps or 75bps hike at the 

September meeting.   

 

On Thursday we’ll get Q2 real GDP, which if 

the Atlanta Fed’s forecast of -1.6% is accurate 

will mark the second consecutive quarter of 

declining GDP.  I know, don’t worry about it 

– at least that is what I overheard from the 

talking heads on bubblevision, as it’s only 

going to be a mild recession and such an 

outcome is already priced in.  Look, I don’t 

want to come off as a complete hypocrite here 

by calling out the talking heads for speaking 

with such conviction and certainty about an 

outcome, while I’m doing the same thing 
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about our view, which just so happens to be 

on the other side.  But at least I’ll use a little 

bit of data and history to support why I think 

investors should maintain a more cautious 

stance positioning wise, rather than having a 

‘damn the torpedoes, full steam ahead’ 

mentality.  Let’s take the last two economic 

recessions for example (excluding the 2020 

pandemic downturn), where the ’07-’08 GFC 

was the deepest economic downturn since the 

Great Depression, and that saw the S&P 500 

experience a 57% peak to trough decline.  The 

economic downturn following the popping of 

the Tech Bubble in 2001 was so mild you can 

barely see it in the historical data, but that 

didn’t stop the S&P 500 from enduring a 50% 

peak to trough decline.   

 

All I’m getting at is that neither I nor the 

talking heads on bubblevision know with any 

precision how a mild, deep, swift, 
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prolonged…(you name the adjective) 

recession will impact asset prices.  So, take 

anything we say with a grain of salt, but 

understand that our job is to analyze and 

navigate the investment backdrop.  Some do it 

better than others, but a successful analyst 

should have confidence in their view, be 

flexible in adapting that view, and be willing 

to change their mind in a timely fashion if on 

the wrong side.  In regards to the “mild-

recession, don’t worry…” narrative making 

the rounds, what is strikingly obvious in the 

historical archives is that recessions, no matter 

their character, are not a favorable backdrop to 

be carrying a lot of risk in a portfolio, and the 

2001 economic recession illustrates just that.  

The preconditions in other factors and 

variables have a material impact as well.     

 

As for the rally we are seeing in the equity and 

credit markets, I think it’s a bit premature to 
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conclude this is anything more than a bear 

market rally at this time.  Afterall, this will be 

the sixth rally in the Nasdaq 100 of 8% or 

greater since its peak last November, and my 

guess is that this one will eventually see a 

similar fate as the last six – fun while it lasted, 

but inevitably rolling over to a lower low.   
 

 
 
 
 

Well Corey, what’s keeping you from joining 

the optimists that believe the bottom is in and 
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the setup for the economy and markets 

improves from here?  Glad you asked. 

 

Let’s start with some data:   

• Last Thursday we got the weekly initial 

jobless claims that showed claims rose to 

an 8-month high of 251k.  To be fair, 251k 

is still a low number on an absolute basis, 

but as I’ve said many times before, it’s the 

rate of change or the change at the margin 

that matters for markets and the economy.  

On this score, we have claims that have 

risen +85k from their March low, and such 

a rise now exceeds the +76k historic 

average rise off the lows going into a 

recession.  Furthermore, the 4-week 

moving average hooked up for the 15th 

consecutive week to 241k and is now +70k 

above the cycle low.  On average, going 

into a recession this measure typically 

increases +60k from the lows.  So, on this 
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metric, if history serves as any guide, then 

jobless claims are signaling that the labor 

market is set to worsen from here and a 

recession is probable. 

   

• We also got the S&P Global Flash US 

Composite PMI last week, which pulled 

back hard in July to a contractionary 47.5 

from 52.3 in June.  This is a sharp decline 

for any given month, with the services 

index slipping to 47.0 (a 26-month low) 

from 52.7 in June and the manufacturing 

index falling to 52.3 (a 24-month low) 

from 52.7 in June.  The line on the right-

hand side of the chart below needs to stop 

its slide, right here right now, for the 
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optimists’ view to have any hope of being 

on the right side. 

 

 
 

I found the comments on the report from 

Chris Williamson (Chief Business 

Economist at S&P Global Market 
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Intelligence) to be quite insightful on the 

direction of the U.S. economy: 

 

“The preliminary PMI data for July point 

to a worrying deterioration in the economy. 

Excluding pandemic lockdown months, 

output is falling at a rate not seen since 

2009 amid the global financial crisis, with 

the survey data indicative of GDP falling at 

an annualized rate of approximately 1%. 

Manufacturing has stalled and the service 

sector’s rebound from the pandemic has 

gone into reverse, as the tailwind of pent-up 

demand has been overcome by the rising 

cost of living, higher interest rates and 

growing gloom about the economic outlook. 

“An increased rate of order book 

deterioration, with backlogs of work 

dropping sharply in July, reflects an excess 

of operating capacity relative to demand 

growth and points to output across both 
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manufacturing and services being cut back 

further in coming months unless demand 

revives. However, with companies’ 

expectations of future growth slumping to the 

lowest since the early days of the pandemic, 

any such revival is not being anticipated. 

Instead, firms are already reassessing their 

production and workforce needs, resulting in 

slower employment growth. 

“Although supply constraints remained 

problematic, constraining economic 

activity, the weakening demand 

environment has helped to alleviate 

inflationary pressures. Average prices 

charged for goods and services consequently 

rose at a much-reduced rate in July, the rate 

of inflation still running high by historical 

standards but now down to a 16-month low 

to provide some much-needed good news 

amid the ongoing cost of living crisis.” 
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• In addition to jobless claims and PMI’s 

going in the wrong direction, we got the 

Conference Board’s Leading Economic 

Index out last week which declined 0.8% 

in June.  This was the fourth consecutive 

monthly decline, a trend that is historically 

only seen in the lead up to a recession.  

When looking at the chart below, don’t get 

caught up with the absolute level of the 

LEI index (it goes up over time), as it’s the 

inflection in the rate of change that matters.  
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In summary, as it relates to the U.S. economy 

(and global economy, for that matter) it’s 

become quite clear that no matter where you 

look, it’s hard to find any sort of positive 

momentum.  I didn’t bother to mention that 

U.S. housing data has pretty much crashed 

over the last two months with activity grinding 

to a halt, cancelations spiking, and mortgage 

applications plummeting.  The near doubling 

in mortgage rates is finally catching up to the 

market and putting to test sellers that are still 

holding out hope that they can capitalize on 

the fantasy price levels that were being inked 

at the end of last year.     

 

All of the above is why I find it disingenuous 

for anyone to make the assertion that the 

bottom is in for the market or that there is 

little chance we slip into a recession.  The 

probabilities based on incoming data just 
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don’t support such a notion.  This is 

something Walmart is confirming this 

evening, after it lowered its Q2 and 2023 

profit outlook based on a weak consumer, and 

finds its stock trading down 8% after hours.  

Nothing about this bear market rally is based 

on any semblance of an improvement in 

underlying fundamentals, but rather indicates 

a resetting of lopsided investor positioning 

and sentiment that became overly bearish 

coming into the end of June.  It doesn’t take 

much to set off a short squeeze that sends 

equities higher and money managers who are 

behind on the performance scorecard chasing 

to catch up.    

 

Bottoms are made when the recession call has 

gone mainstream, the capital markets start to 

see the worst of the downturn in the rearview 

and the next recovery through the windshield.  

Given the effort the White House was putting 
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in on the media circuit over the weekend to 

spin the definition of what constitutes a 

recession – I’d say we are approaching the 

recession call becoming mainstream.  It must 

be that we have an election right around the 

corner, which makes controlling the narrative 

infinitely more important.   

 

But from an investment perspective, we are 

still several quarters away from it being 

discounted, in my opinion.  For starters, I’d 

argue we are just in the early stages of this 

recession running its course.  It’s likely that 

the highest inflation in four decades and the 

slide in economic growth is just starting to 

work its way through corporate earnings.  This 

likely has a couple more quarters to go before 

expectations are fully reset and C-suite 

executives have exhausted all of their cost 

cutting maneuvers before finally coming clean 
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on where the reality of future earnings actually 

resides.   

 

Not to mention the Fed, as they still don’t 

have the cover to pivot just yet.  Yes, the bond 

market has more than priced in future rate 

hikes, but the Fed still has to follow through 

with implementing them.  And if the Fed 

where to back off now, they run the risk of not 

getting inflation under control and then we’re 

right back to where we started – with them 

being behind the curve and having to 

overcompensate to catch up.  It is likely that 

the June CPI report was the peak in inflation 

for some time.  Food prices (wheat and corn, 

in particular) have collapsed over the last 

several weeks. Demand destruction is having 

an impact at the pumps with gasoline prices 

sliding.  Supply chains are thawing – on clear 

display in the chip space, where inventories 

are building as demand lags supply for the 
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first time in nearly two years.  If you don’t 

believe me, just have a look at Taiwan 

Semiconductor’s stock (the largest chip 

manufacturer in the world) which is down 

nearly 30% in the past six months.  Nvidia, 

Intel, and Micron Technology look very 

similar, even with the CHIPs bill and all its 

subsidies making its way through congress.   

 

The Fed will have the cover of lower inflation 

in the future, but inflation is a lagging 

indicator and it will take several months (if 

not quarters) before it’s at levels where the 

Fed can claim victory.  As swiftly and 

viciously as markets move in this current era, 

a lot can happen in that window of 

months/quarters that it takes the Fed to shift 

from its tightening bias.  Which brings me to 

the Global Fund Manager Survey put out by 

BofA Merrill Lynch that everyone was talking 

about last week.  The main takeaway was just 
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how bearish survey respondents were about 

stocks and growth (see charts below).                   

 

Net % saying recession likely is approaching 

levels of April 2020 and March 2009 (both 

recessions): 
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Net % taking higher than normal risk levels 

are at levels last seen in ’08 after Lehman 

Brothers went under: 
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Net % of respondents expecting stronger 

economy versus net % overweight equities is 

trending down to levels last seen at the 

pandemic low and Lehman Brothers 

bankruptcy: 
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Net % overweight equities versus cash and 

versus bonds is at levels last seen during the 

pandemic lockdowns and GFC recession: 
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For sure, across the board this is about as 

negative as it gets when it comes to this 

survey – cash levels highest since 9/11, 

outlook for global growth / profits at all-time 

lows, recession anticipation highest since May 

2020, and equity allocations at the lowest 

since the Lehman collapse.  This rightfully 

stirred conclusions of “max bearishness”, 

“full-on capitulation”, and a “contrary buy 

signal”.  I don’t disagree with the big picture 

takeaway in that this suggests bearishness is 

high and a fair degree of negativity may 

already be reflected in current prices and 

positioning.  However, I think it’s very 

important to acknowledge one variable that is 

out of step today with those prior periods of 

peak negativity – the Fed.  In October 2008, 

the Fed was just starting to pivot and yet the 

stock market still went 30% lower over the 

ensuing five months before it hit bottom.  In 
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March 2020, the Fed was unloading its 

monetary policy bazooka in that it stood ready 

to buy corporate credit – a policy it didn’t 

even use back in the GFC.  

 

What I’m getting at is that capitulation is 

typically a process, and in neither of the 

previous two occasions did capital markets put 

in their lows until the Fed was tripping over 

itself to get more accommodative.  We’re not 

there yet in this current cycle, and that is a 

necessary precondition for me to more 

seriously consider flipping from my more 

cautious / defensive stance.   

 

For the time being, I’m much more 

comfortable advocating investors be patient, 

disciplined, and nimble – open to changing 

one’s mind if it’s necessary.  At the moment, 

I’m not of the view that this recent rally, while 

welcome, is anything more than a bear market 
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rally that eventually fails and reverts back to 

the downtrend that began at the start of the 

year.  However, that doesn’t mean my view of 

the markets and economy won’t be tested if 

the S&P 500 were to push above 4,200 – 

4,250.  Right now, we’re in the thick of it in 

terms of testing the conviction of both the 

bulls and the bears.  The bears have had it 

right all year long, but each bear market rally 

as you get deeper into a bear market pulls 

forward the time window to its end.  This one 

is no different, and more upside from here will 

surely put them on their heels.   
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


